Context-aware recommender systems (CARSs) apply sensing and analysis of user context in order to provide personalized services. Adding context to a recommendation model is challenging, since the addition of context may increases both the dimensionality and sparsity of the model. Recent research has shown that modeling contextual information as a latent vector may address the sparsity and dimensionality challenges. We suggest a new latent modeling of sequential context by generating sequences of contextual information and reducing their contextual space to a compressed latent space. We train a long short-term memory (LSTM) encoder-decoder network on sequences of contextual information and extract sequential latent context from the hidden layer of the network in order to represent a compressed representation of sequential data. We propose new context-aware recommendation models that extend the neural collaborative filtering approach and learn nonlinear interactions between latent features of users, items, and contexts which take into account the sequential latent context representation as part of the recommendation process. We deployed our approach using two context-aware datasets with different context dimensions. Empirical analysis of our results validates that our proposed sequential latent context-aware model (SLCM), surpasses state of the art CARS models.
INTRODUCTION
Context-aware computing was first defined by [3] as "software that adapts according to its location of use, the collection of nearby people and objects, as well as changes to those objects over time. " As such, context-aware services should react to the users' given contexts and adapt their services accordingly. The emergence and penetration of smart mobile devices have given rise to the development of context-aware systems that utilize sensors to collect data about users in order to improve and personalize services [15] .
In context-aware recommender systems (CARSs), contextual factors are taken into account when modeling user profiles and generating recommendations. Many studies incorporate explicit contextual information [1] , referred to as conditional factors, about the ratings given. The specific contexts describe the circumstances of the information collection, e.g., weather conditions ("sunny," "cloudy," etc.) or precise location conditions ("at home," "at work," etc.). While in most studies the set of contexts is both small enough to handle and sufficient to prevent sparsity, such context sets do not necessarily represent an optimal set of features for the recommendation process. Recent research has shown that latent contextual information can improve recommendation accuracy. In [23] the authors represent environmental features as low-dimensional unsupervised latent contexts that were extracted by an auto-encoder (AE). While this representation takes the current context of the user into account and can greatly improve recommendation accuracy, it does not model evolution of context over time. Recent studies [4, 6, 16, 22] have shown that incorporating sequential information that models the users' behavior over time improves the quality of recommendations.
For session-based recommender systems [16] , sequences are commonly used to model the behavior of the users over time. In this setting, the recommender system (RS) makes recommendations based mainly on the behavior of the user in the current browsing session and uses the sequence of the user's actions to predict the next step and provide recommendations accordingly. While most studies considered the sequence of items that each user interacted with or the user's sequence of actions (such as click, like, buy, etc.) to recommend the next item [6, 20, 22] , we suggest modeling the context sequences that led to the users' current context and preferences, in order to enhance the recommendation model. We maintain user privacy by ignoring the user ID and creating context sequences observed in the system. Hence, context sequences do not model context patterns of a specific individual user and contain context information related to multiple users.
Matrix factorization (MF), which projects users and items into a shared latent space, is a common approach for latent factor modelbased recommendation. Most research efforts in CARSs have been devoted to the enhancement of MF [2, 23] . Despite the effectiveness of MF for collaborative filtering, the main limitations of MF are its use of a fixed interaction function of an inner product to estimate the complex structure of user-item interactions and its use of squared regression loss for optimization, which may be suboptimal for item recommendation with implicit feedback [17] . We aim to address these limitations, and in this research we extend the neural network based collaborative framework (NCF) [10] which suggests utilizing deep neural networks (DNNs) to learn a nonlinear function of useritem interactions. NCF is a generalized framework of classic MF, which learns the interaction function between users and items using DNNs, as opposed to the simple and fixed linear inner product used in MF. In our approach, we suggest enhancing the recommendation with several representations of context in order to capture complex interactions between user, item, and context in both explicit and implicit manners.
We focus on the representation of rich contextual information and suggest modeling the preferences of users for CARSs as a sequence of recent contexts. We believe that contextual information usually refers to dynamic attributes which may change when a specific activity (e.g., visiting a friend, watching a movie, etc.) is performed repeatedly [26] , such as the scenarios of the activities (such as time and companion) and dynamic factors from users (such as emotional states). The idea behind modeling contextual information as a sequence of recent contexts is that users' preferences can be better explained by understanding the contexts that led to the current behavior and preferences. We suggest utilizing a specific type of RNN, an encoder-decoder long short-term memory (LSTM) network [11] , in order to extract a compressed representation of the context space in an unsupervised manner called "sequential latent context". We performed sensitivity analysis to examine the effect of the sequence length on the recommendation accuracy.
We investigate the effect of utilizing sequential latent contexts in the recommendation process and propose several neural contextaware recommendation models based on explicit and latent representations of context data derived from various context dimensions (e.g., time, location, mood, etc.). We compare our sequential latent context-aware model (SLCM) to several context-aware algorithms using two real-world context-aware datasets from two domains: movies and points of interest (POIs). Specifically, we compare our models' performance to extensions of NCF with explicit and latent contexts inspired by context modeling used in state of the art context-aware algorithms [2, 23] . We evaluate the accuracy of each of the recommendation models using the following metrics [18] : hit@k, RMSE (root mean square error), and MAE (mean absolute error). The experiments show that our suggested models outperform traditional CARSs in all measures.
The following are the major contributions of the paper. First, we present a novel contextual modeling approach that uses latent representations of sequences of contextual information. This representation is extracted from LSTM encoder-decoder networks and is capable of modeling the evolution of contextual information over time, and more accurately captures the user's current preferences than state of the art CARSs. Second, we present several new NCF extensions for CARSs domain that improve traditional and neural MF, and state of the art context-aware recommendation methods. Our suggested models utilize contextual information in an explicit or implicit manner and learn interaction functions between users, items, and contexts. The first is an explicit neural context-aware model (ENCM) which incorporates pre-defined explicit contexts in the neural model. The second is a latent neural context-aware model (LNCM) which uses a latent representation of short-term contextual information derived by an AE network. The third is a sequential latent neural context-aware model (SLCM) which utilizes sequences of contextual information that are extracted from an LSTM encoder-decoder network. We compare and identify the usage scenarios for which each variation is preferred.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: section 2 describes related work, and section 3 presents our neural context-aware recommendation models that suggest integrating several representations of context into CARSs. These representations are explicit or latent contexts derived from encoder-decoder networks such as AE and LSTM encoder-decoder networks. In section 4 we describe our field experiments and provide an evaluation of the results. Finally, in section 5 we conclude and outline plans for future research.
RELATED WORK
The CARS domain deals with modeling and predicting users' tastes and preferences by incorporating available contextual information into the recommendation process. Prior research has shown that adding explicit or latent context to the recommendation process can improve recommendation accuracy [2, 23] . While the latent representation can greatly improve recommendation accuracy, it only considers a single context instance of the user.
Despite the effectiveness of MF [13] as the primary latent factor model of introducing users' preferences into recommendation systems, it has some limitations: 1) the multiplication of latent features linearly may not be sufficient to capture the complex structure of user interaction data, and 2) the dimensionality of the latent factor space must be explicitly defined. In order to address these limitations, [10] suggested a deep neural network architecture for learning the interaction function between users and items. We design novel context-aware models which include the context dimension in order to the learn nonlinear interactions between latent representations of user, item and context. We suggest several explicit and latent context representations for this task. The latent representations are obtained by utilizing encoder-decoder neural networks (AE and LSTM encoder-decoder networks) which reduce the high-dimensional context space and reveal complex correlations within the data.
[19] proposed a context-aware session-based RS utilizing conditional RNNs which injects contextual information into input and output layers and modifies the behavior of the RNN by combining context embedding with item embedding. While their work strengthens the hypothesis that contextual sequential modeling improves recommendation accuracy, they only integrated three types of explicit contextual features: time, time difference since last event, and event type. In our work, we define context as any user situation (physical and emotional) that might affect the user's preference. We use many context dimensions (e.g., weather, sound, light, location) in order to extract latent contexts that are not predefined to a limited list of activities. We assume that there are many different types of contexts, thus the task of modeling latent context is more complicated.
Denoising AEs were used by [25] to perform top-k recommendation by modeling distributed representations of the users and items. We use LSTM encoder-decoders in order to model latent representations of contextual information. We learn a function of user-item interaction that is related to this context information. A deep sequential recommendation model which learns long-term dependencies between user-item interactions without considering context dimensions was proposed by [20] . We suggest using encoder-decoder networks to extract latent representations of context based on historical dependencies of context interactions, focusing on contextual modeling which is a far more complex problem.
Sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) learning, proposed by [5, 12, 21] , is an effective paradigm for dealing with variable length inputs and outputs. Seq2seq learning uses recurrent neural networks (i.e., LSTM encoder-decoder networks) to map variable length input sequences to variable length output sequences. Despite the advantages of seq2seq learning for time series data, and its ability to compress variable length sequences into fixed length representations, it has not yet been used for modeling context in RSs. In our research, we apply the seq2seq learning technique on LSTM encoder-decoders and AEs (unsupervised learning). We stacked one-to-many architecture (decoder) on top of the many-to-one (encoder) (see figure 2 ). This architecture mimics many-to-many behavior which allows compressing sequences of high-dimensionality contextual information into a singular and low-dimensionality representation. By extracting latent context from the compressed layer in LSTM encoder-decoder networks or AEs, we learn implicit relations between the contextual features, which are nonlinear to the number of features and allows diversity in the learned patterns.
In our research, we extend the deep recommendation model presented in [10] , proposing several context-aware approaches that use various representations of context and showing that modeling context in an implicit manner as a sequence can greatly improve the recommendation accuracy. In our extension of the model, we use the encoding-decoding process to learn latent context representations, utilize sequences of user data derived from contextual conditions to improve the accuracy of CARSs, and automatically select a small set of the best features to handle in order to address the sparsity challenge. A detailed description of our extended model is provided in section 3.
METHOD
We aim to design a novel context-aware deep recommendation model that automatically learns the relations between users, items, and contextual information. Specifically, we present novel NCF extensions models for the CARS domain that improve traditional MF. These models utilize contextual information in an explicit and latent manner and learn interaction functions between users, items, and contexts. Our method is composed of two main tasks: context extraction and its utilization in deep context-aware recommendation , as illustrated in figure 1 . A description of each of the tasks is provided in the following sub-sections.
Context Extraction
The context extraction task is responsible for extracting a reduced representation of context from several contextual dimensions (i.e., mobile sensors, weather, etc.). We differentiate between explicit and latent context.
• Explicit context describes known user situations from a predefined set of context conditions (e.g., "at work, " "running, " etc.) and hence can be better explained. However, it is challenging and a resource-demanding task to define and train a large enough set of explicit contexts to cover the potentially large variety of user behaviors.
• Latent contexts are comprised of an unlimited number of hidden context patterns which are harder to explain. On the other hand, these patterns are modeled as numeric vectors and can be obtained automatically by applying unsupervised learning techniques.
Explicit Context Extraction.
The extraction of explicit context is usually preformed by domain experts who select the most suitable context conditions for the recommendation process. The explicit context extracted reflects a single context of the user, during which he/she interacted with an item. However, context dimensions are predefined in a process that cannot be automated. We selected the following explicit context conditions which are common explicit factors used in CARSs [2] : "time, " "location, " and "day of week".
Latent Context Extraction.
The latent context extraction used in this study was derived by two encoder-decoder models, the AE and LSTM encoder-decoder models, as shown in figures 2. These models can significantly reduce the dimensionality and noise of the feature space, and reveal relationships between the contextual features. By comparing these two unsupervised encoder-decoder models, we can determine whether users' preferences can be better understood by looking at a broader view of their context situations rather than just considering a single context instance. Unlike AEs, LSTM encoder-decoders can use their internal memory to process arbitrary sequences of inputs. Thus, we suggest identifying the dynamic temporal context and considering the time factor and previous implicit contexts in a recommendation system as follows:
• Current context: this latent representation is generated from the compressed layer of a trained AE . It is an automatic extraction process which reflects the current situation of the user, when he/she rates an item in a RS. The auto-encoding process is performed by an unsupervised learning algorithm that applies backpropagation which is aimed at setting the value of the targets so they are equal to the value of the inputs [7] . In the training phase, the encoder tries to learn the function • Sequential context: this latent representation models the evolution of "current context" over time by learning long-term context patterns from sequences of context. Unlike current context which is generated by AEs, LSTM encoder-decoders can use their internal memory to process arbitrary sequences of inputs. We extract a sequential latent context from each sequence using the hidden layers of the LSTM encoder-decoder network. This process reduces the dimensionality of a sequence to a latent vector that represents a compressed representation, which is referred to as sequential latent context ( − − → SLC in figure 2 ). Our implementation of the LSTM encoder-decoder (presented in figure 2 ) is closely inspired by the one discussed in [8] . This model consists of two recurrent neural networks: the encoder LSTM and the decoder LSTM. The input to the model is a sequence of context vectors. The encoder LSTM reads this sequence, and after the last input has been read, the cell state and output state of the encoder are compressed through the hidden layers to the decoder LSTM which outputs a prediction for the target sequence. In order to compress the sequence representation, the target sequence used is the same as the input sequence. The major advantage of encoder-decoder LSTM networks is their ability to implicitly learn certain underlying characteristics of the input data. By putting constraints on the LSTM encoder-decoder, we can discover an interesting data structure, which is composed of a limited number of hidden units in each layer that force the network to learn a compressed representation of the context input.
Generating Sequences for Extracting Sequential Context.
A sequence is defined as a set of context vectors that occurred one after the other. For instance, a sequence of length three represents three interactions in the system (three vectors:
, and − −−−−−− → Context t of current context that occurred at times t − 2, t − 1, and t respectively). These interactions are collected implicitly when users interact with the system (e.g., rate an item or periodically from the mobile device). A sequence may contain context vectors from different users, since it models typical context patterns observed in the system and not context patterns of each individual user.
Both the CARS and Yelp datasets contains a time-oriented feature for each interaction, and therefore we generated sequences of context vectors by sorting them based on the timestmap feature. Table 1 provides a sorted example (by timestamp) of user interactions in the CARS dataset. In this example, the interactions are sorted by the time they occurred (i.e., by the timestamp feature) and represent a set of users' ratings ("like, " "dislike, " or "check-in") with contextual conditions (e.g., "light, " "battery, " etc.). In order to generate sequences that are three interactions in length out of 4 sorted interactions, we generated two sequences: {1,2,3} and {2,3,4} (each number represents an index of the instance from table 1).
Deep Context-Aware Recommendation
The second task refers to the process of training an offline recommendation model with the information collected about users, items and the extracted context for each interaction, as presented in figure  1 . We extend the neural matrix factorization (NeuMF) presented by [10] , which we consider as our baseline model.
In our extension of the baseline model, we propose adding a new component: a context vector (denoted by "MLP Context Vector" in figure 1 ). This context vector is extracted efficiently from a set of contextual conditions, which can be modeled in an explicit or latent manner, as explained in section 3.1. Although each type of context vector is extracted in a different way, all of them share the same context vector length, which enables us to easily modify the original framework. We concatenate the MLP context vector to the MLP user vector and MLP item vector embeddings in order to learn a new nonlinear function between all three components (users, items and contexts). In this way, the context dimension is considered within the neural framework in order to automatically learn its influence on the predicted rating score r u,i,c .
EXPERIMENTS
This section is organized as follows. First, we present the datasets used in our experiments. Then, we describe the evaluation task, success metrics, baselines, and configurations of the suggested contextual models. Finally, we report and discuss the results.
Datasets
We implemented our models using two context-aware datasets, as presented in table 2. It is important to mention that the number of available datasets with rich context data is scarce, and therefore we focused on these two datasets that contain rich contextual information and up to 4% missing context values.
• CARS is a high-dimensional context-aware dataset [24] that contains three types of user ratings (i.e., like, dislike, and checkin) regarding POIs. For each user interaction, the dataset contains 247 contextual conditions derived by various types of sensors from the user's mobile phone, such as environmental information, user activity, mobile state, and user behavioral data. Overall, there are 38,900 ratings (11,484 likes, 27,058 dislikes, and 358 check-ins).
• Yelp * is a publicly available context-aware dataset that contains 5 context dimensions. Since the original data was highly sparse, we retained users and items with at least 10 interactions. This results in a subset of data that contains 150,770 users, 60,852 items, and 588,253 interactions. We use the following contextual factors: year, month, day of the week, and city. The time-based contextual factors were extracted from the date feature. We extracted further context features such as isHoliday and isWeekend from the date and location features. We divided the data based on the record's time, using 70% for training and the remaining 30% for testing. The time-based division represents real-life scenarios, whereas prediction models are trained based on historical data in order to predict future samples. For both the CARS and Yelp datasets, a time-based division considered the data collected in later weeks as the test set, while the earlier weeks in the collection period were considered the training set.
Setup
We evaluated the accuracy of each of the recommendation models by assessing two measures of prediction accuracy. We used RMSE * https://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge which measures the difference between the actual and predicted rating, while penalizing large errors, and MAE which does not penalize large errors. For the CARS dataset we also measured the quality of the ranking recommendations and calculated the hit@k measure to evaluate the accuracy of the top-k recommendation list. A hit is defined as a POI that had a positive indication (i.e., like) by the user and was ranked among the top-k recommendations. For example, the hit@3 is one if the item that the user liked is among the top three recommended items. The list of recommendations is generated by predicting the ratings of the POIs around the user's current location (within a range of 500 meters), as inferred by the GPS, and ranking the items by their predicted rating value.
Hyper-parameters.
In order to train the encoder-decoder networks, we transformed nominal values of features into binary values. This process resulted in 268 features in the CARS dataset and 9 features in the Yelp dataset; for example, nominal values of type of day in the week (weekend and weekday) were transformed into two binary features (isWeekday and isWeekend). For each dataset we trained separate AE and LSTM encoder-decoder networks, containing three layers (input, compressed and output). The number of units in the compressed layer, which represents the latent vector size, was determined by cross-validation in a separate calibration process for each dataset. For the CARS dataset, we trained the networks with 268, 40, 268 units in each layer respectively (e.g., 40 units in the compressed layer). For the Yelp dataset, we trained the same type of networks, with 9, 10, 9 units in each layer respectively. We report the best results for the CARS dataset and the Yelp dataset which achieved with a sequence length of three and five respectively. For the loss function of the encoder-decoder networks, we used mean squared error (MSE). In order to optimize our selected loss function, we use the Adam algorithm with a squared root decay of learning rate ranging from 0.01 to 0.001. The batch size was set to 512, and the number of training iterations was set to 500.
Baselines
In order to test the proposed methods, we conducted a series of offline simulations to compare them to the following recommendation models:
• Traditional Matrix Factorization (MF ): we selected BiasSGD [9] , as implemented in the GraphLab [14] framework, which is capable of learning user/item factorization with baseline estimators.
• Explicit Context Model (ECM): contextual modeling approach suggested by [2] , which extends traditional MF and learns the rating bias under different explicit context conditions for each item. For explicit context dimensions in CARS, we chose the time and weather. For explicit context dimensions in Yelp, we chose season, day type, and time.
• Latent Context Model (LCM): the latent model approach suggested by [23] , which extends traditional MF and learns the rating bias under different latent context conditions for each item. The latent contexts were extracted by an AE model, as described in section 3.1.2.
• Neural Matrix Factorization (NeuMF ) [10] : a generalization of MF to a nonlinear setting, which suggests the use of a DNNs for learning latent features of users and items, without taking into account context information. Table 3 summarizes the performance of our suggested neural contextaware models (ENCM, LNCM, and SLCM) versus baselines in each of the datasets. The best results in each column are denoted in bold, while results that are statistically significant are denoted by an asterisk ( * ). It can be seen that in each of the datasets, our neural context-aware models outperformed the various baseline models on all of the measures. These results indicate that adding context information to the neural model improves recommendation accuracy. More specifically, in the CARS dataset SLCM achieved the best results and performed 5.6% better than the best baseline model (NeuMF) in terms of the RMSE and 15.2% better than the best baseline model (NeuMF) in terms of the MAE. In the Yelp datasets, a similar phenomenon was observed, as SLCM performed the best in terms of both the RMSE (1.239) and MAE (1.011) with up to 12.3% improvement over the best baseline (NeuMF). We can also see that SLCM obtained the best results among the other suggested neural context models (i.e., ENCM and LNCM). This may be due to the fact that SLCM handled long-term context patterns which were modeled by context sequences, while ENCM and LNCM utilized only current (short-term) context of the user. Since in the CARS dataset the recommendations were presented to users as a top-10 list, we also measured the quality of ranking and performed an evaluation using various hit levels (one, three and five). It can be seen that for every value of k, the SLCM model outperforms the other models. As RSs recommend only a few items at a time, the relevant item should be among the first few items on the list. At smaller k values (k ≤ 3), the relative improvement of the SLCM model over the baseline models is 16.3%, 10.88%, and 6.75% for k values of one, three, and five respectively. As expected, for larger values of k, all of the models converge to a similar behavior and achieve a high hit rate. These trends indicate that when generating topf-k recommendations the main benefit of the sequential latent context model is obtained when k is set at a small size (e.g., one or three). The results confirm that neural context-aware models can be effectively exploited to generate better recommendations that are related to user's context.
Results
Based on modeling sequences of context conditions, the knowledge of the long and short-term context can contribute to producing an accurate recommendation model with a relatively small number of contextual conditions. In order to investigate the effect of sequence length on the recommendation accuracy, we generated sequences of different lengths and applied SLCM with the CARS dataset. As can be seen from the results presented in figure 3 , the prediction results of shorter sequences (i.e., two, three, and four) produce better results in terms of the RMSE and MAE. We can also see that the best results of 0.336 for the RMSE measure were achieved in sequence lengths of two and three, when taking into account the sequences composed of the user's last one or two contextual interactions. As for the MAE measure, extracting latent context from sequence lengths of two and four obtained the best results (0.243). However, the RMSE and MAE results in the setting of longer sequences (i.e., five and six) were higher, as the RMSE and MAE increased to 0.344 and 0.275 respectively (compared to the setting with shorter sequence length).
CONCLUSIONS
We presented deep context-aware recommendation models that utilize explicit and latent context representations and learn nonlinear interaction function between users, items, and contexts. We conducted several experiments on two context-aware datasets to compare our approaches to state of the art recommendation models with respect to the hit@k, RMSE, and MAE measures. We showed that our models significantly outperform popular baselines used for rating prediction task. Overall, the sequential latent context model produced better results than the other models. In terms of ranking quality, SLCM improved baseline models up to 16.3% in the hit@k measure. With regard to prediction accuracy, SLCM improved baseline models up to 9.47% for the RMSE measure and 8.98% for the MAE measure. During the experiments, we performed sensitivity analysis to determine the optimal sequence length and observed that sequences composed of a limited number of context vectors produce satisfactory results. In future work, we intend to extend this study by including groups of users in order to solve the new user problem. We also plan to integrate rich item representations that are derived from the item's content (e.g., thumbnail, text) and examine other network structures e.g CNN which contains less parameters.
